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CMI Safe Company
Australian Manufactured Vault Range

Established in 1946, the CMI Safe Company is 
the leading vault manufacturer in Australia,  
offering a range of pre-fabricated modular  
vault panels to suit any application.

The CMI Safe Company has three vault options in our range; Standard, 
Hybrid and Sky Lightweight – each designed with site engineering 
constraints in mind. We have decades of experience within the vault team 
and as such have the ability to work with clients to not only manufacture 
but also provide an end-to-end design and construct solution; doors 
manufactured to any size, multiple locking options, HVAC options and 
much more.  

Modular Vault System
Standard

The CMI Standard pre-fabricated Modular Vault System is manufactured 
using precision laser cutting technology and CNC processing of the steel 
that forms the casing of each panel for low tolerance installations. Unique 
combinations of reinforcements are then welded into position and a 
specially formulated ultra-high strength barrier material acts as the core 
of the panel. The results are an extraordinarily strong and rigged vault 
panel and door that can be formulated to withstand any combination of 
attacks.

70mm Panel 

100mm Panel 

160mm Panel

200mm Panel

-   175 kg/m²  

-   235 kg/m² 

-   365 kg/m² 

-   475 kg/m²

Modular Vault System
Sky LightWeight

The CMI Sky Pre-fabricated Modular Vault System allows customers the 
ability to install Vault solutions in multistorey buildings on the 2nd floor 
upwards whereby structural floor loading may not allow for a standard 
Vault. Manufactured using precision laser cutting technology and CNC 
processing of the steel that forms the casing of each panel for low 
tolerance installations. Construction of the Sky vault panels and doors 
incorporates our high strength pressurised laminated materials with a 
secret binding method that boasts an impressive weight reduction of up 
to 50%. 

70mm Panel 

100mm Panel 

160mm Panel

200mm Panel

-   115 kg/m²  

-   120 kg/m² 

-   185 kg/m² 

-   305 kg/m²

Modular Vault System
Hybrid

The CMI Hybrid Pre-fabricated Modular Vault System combines the best 
of both worlds offering strength and an advantageous weight reduction! 
Using this technology, CMI is able to manufacture Vault Doors in excess 
of 800mm in thickness. Construction of the hybrid vault panels and 
doors combine our high strength barrier materials incorporated with high 
pressurised laminated materials with a secret binding method that boasts 
an impressive weight reduction of up to 25%. 

70mm Panel 

100mm Panel 

160mm Panel

200mm Panel

-   140 kg/m²  

-   155 kg/m² 

-   295 kg/m² 

-   380 kg/m²

STANDARD

HYBRID

SKY LIGHTWEIGHT



Vault
Locking Options

To complement our Modular Vault 
Systems we also offer a range of 
high quality vault locking solutions 
from SmartLock Digital and 
dormakaba to ensure your assets are 
protected and secure. SmartLock 
Digital are the world’s leading safe, 
vault and ATM lock distributors and 
are the sole distributor of dormakaba 
commercial safe locks in Australia, 
New Zealand and the Pacific Islands. 

With Electronic Manipulation Defence (EMD)

LA GARD 702 ComboPlus 
and 702 Audit

The LA GARD 702 range is the perfect locking 
solution for commercial applications and features 
the unique Electronic Manipulation Defence 
(EMD). It has a range of functions that include 
dual combination, time delay and 3 level code 
management with up to 30 opening codes.

Worlds Leading Vault Lock
PAXOS

Paxos is the worlds leading vault lock. It meets the 
highest international security standards and offers 
users 100% redundancy, in that it is designed with 
two systems for every function to safe guard against 
lock failures which is paramount on high security 
vaults as failures can be extremely expensive.

With Power Star technology
Kaba Mas X-10

The Kaba X-10 is the trusted choice for securing 
the Australian, New Zealand and US Government’s 
most sensitive material. It is SCEC approved* 
for use on A, B and B+ containers and doors and 
features the propriety “Power Star” self-powered 
technology with an intuitive backlit display and 
audit trail. The X-10 provides the highest in; security, 
user experience and efficiency. 

*Kaba Mas X-10 is approved for use on class A and B 
containers and doors within the CMI Safe Co range. 



W H Y  C H O O S E

CMI SAFE COMPANY?

Team of experienced 
Vault Installers 

ExperienceAustralian
Australian designed and

manufactured
Decades of experience in 
manufacture, design, and 

project management.

Expertise

Panels produced to 
accommodate site fixtures 

such as columns

Manufacturing
Flexibility

Vaults manufactured to 
specifically meet the needs of 

the client

Design
Flexibility

Multiple
Options

Multiple Vault options to 
accommodate site 

engineering constraints



ADDRESS
244 West Street
Carlton NSW 2218
Australia

PHONE
Australia: 02 9547 1488
International: +61 2 9547 1488

FACSIMILE
Australia: 02 9547 2104
International: +61 2 9547 2104

EMAIL
admin@cmisafe.com.au

OPERATING HOURS
Monday to Friday 8AM to 5PM W W W . C M I S A F E . C O M . A U


